ACM SIGPLAN Conference on Systems, Programming, Languages and Applications: Software for Humanity (SPLASH)

**OOPSLA**  Novel research on software development and programming

**Onward!**  Radical new ideas and visions related to programming and software

**SPLASH-I**  World class speakers on current topics in software, systems, and languages research

**SPLASH-E**  Researchers and educators share educational results, ideas, and challenges

**DLS**  Dynamic languages, implementations, and applications

**GPCE**  Generative programming: concepts and experiences

**SLE**  Principles of software language design, implementation, and evolution

---

**Mövenpick Hotel Amsterdam**

---

**Submissions:** Mar 4: Workshops | Mar 23: OOPSLA | Apr 1: Onward | Jun 3: DLS | Jun 24: SLE & GPCE